Are you already All IP?
Not yet?
Then it is time to switch
to Voice over IP
with innovaphone!

The entire world is switching to All IP. Landline and mobile telephony, TV, Internet, as well as all associated services
will, in future, run over the same network and communicate in a common language - Voice over IP. Thus, the legacy
ISDN network with soon be a thing of the past, replaced by a modern and future-oriented technology – All IP.
Why has the time come to switch to Voice over IP with innovaphone?

:: Hassle-free transition

You can arm your telecommunications infrastructure
for the All IP future and switch to IP with low investment
costs simply by inserting an innovaphone VoIP gateway
between the ISDN trunk and the traditional PBX. The
special feature here: no additional license costs apply
for the SIP interfaces today nor will they in the future.

:: Best investment protection

With the decision in favour of an innovaphone
solution, you are making a sustainable investment in
your telecommunications infrastructure. You are not
only providing for the future, you can continue using
existing equipment such as phones and faxes, as usual;
and then you can gradually switch to the complete
innovaphone Unified Communications solution according to your own choice and needs.

:: Latest features

The innovaphone communication solution offers completely new functionalities and versatile possibilities
relating to IP telephony and unified communications.
The UC components Video, Application Sharing, Office
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Integration, Mobility, Fax or Voicemail contribute significantly to facilitate communication between teams and
employees and to optimize processes.

:: Voice as IT application

In recent years, Voice has evolved to become an IT
application - surely also in your company. Speak to us,
your IT experts, and learn how you can benefit from the
wide range of added values of voice-data integration in
your company.
With innovaphone, switching to All IP is not an inconvenient requirement, but a forward-looking decision in favour
of a smart and powerful Pure IP communication solution
that will soon provide benefits for you.
Would you like to learn more about innovaphone All IP?
Get in touch with us!

